Abstract-There have been many proposals for algorithms segmenting human whole-body motion in the literature. However, the wide range of use cases, datasets, and quality measures that were used for the evaluation render the comparison of algorithms challenging. In this paper, we introduce a framework that puts motion segmentation algorithms on a unified testing ground and provides a possibility to allow comparing them. The testing ground features both a set of quality measures known from the literature and a novel approach tailored to the evaluation of motion segmentation algorithms, termed Integrated Kernel approach. Datasets of motion recordings, provided with a ground truth, are included as well. They are labelled in a new way, which hierarchically organises the ground truth, to cover different use cases that segmentation algorithms can possess. The framework and datasets are publicly available and are intended to represent a service for the community regarding the comparison and evaluation of existing and new motion segmentation algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motion segmentation algorithms are an integral part of several research fields ranging from learning motion primitives from human demonstration, action and intention recognition to rehabilitation tasks such as supervising the exercises of patients. While the evaluations of algorithms in works on motion segmentation are in most cases sufficient, if considered individually, problems arise as soon as different algorithms are to be compared to each other. This can be affiliated to two main causes. The first cause is the data used for the evaluation. On the one hand, it is hard to acquire the needed data to evaluate the algorithms, which typically leads to sparse datasets. On the other hand, labelling the data with a generally accepted ground truth is equally difficult as well as tedious, since, depending on the use case, the required ground truth can be quite different. Some algorithms aim to segment each step of a walking person, while others merely target to distinguish between walking and not-walking persons. Often the data used to evaluate an algorithm is not publically available, which hinders a reproducible evaluation as well. The second cause is the variety of measures used to rate the quality of segmentation. With different measures being used, no obvious or immediate comparability is given. Apart from that, specific measures can be more or less suitable to reveal certain advantages or disadvantages.
Therefore, and to support the evaluation of both existing and new human motion segmentation algorithms, we propose
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The first two authors contributed equally to this work. The authors are with the Institute for Anthropomatics and Robotics, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany, asfour@kit.edu Figure 1 . A motion recording of a subject jumping, then walking three steps. Individual frames are depicted grey, while key frames, which correspond to a segmentation boundary, are red. a unifying framework, which provides programming interfaces to a set of popular programming languages. The framework features a novel evaluation approach, termed Integrated Kernel approach, which allows for an intuitive and semantic result interpretation in the domain of motion segmentation. In addition, it includes established evaluation approaches known from the literature. We also suggest a Motion Segmentation Point Hierarchy to generate a ground truth which facilitates the evaluation of algorithms for various use cases. The datasets and the corresponding ground truth data of human whole-body motion recordings are included as well.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section II we will give a brief overview on motion segmentation algorithms and how they were evaluated, specifically focusing on the used measures and datasets. Section III will enumerate the various quality measures the framework uses for evaluation, including the Integrated Kernel approach we propose. The Motion Segmentation Point Hierarchy we suggest in Section IV was used to label the provided motion recordings with a ground truth. In Section V we show the basic structure of the framework and how it utilises the concepts we propose. After that, we will illustrate how we evaluated the framework itself in Section VI. Finally, we will give a brief conclusion and an outlook for possible future work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Early work in the field of motion segmentation was done by Fod et al. in [1] , where two solutions to the problem have been proposed. The first one centres around Zero Velocity Crossings (ZVCs) of joint angle velocities, the other one segments whenever the Sum of Squared Angular Velocities (SSAVs) falls below a certain threshold. The focus of the work was on data compression, therefore the evaluation concentrated on the reconstruction error, rather than on the segmentation quality. These approaches have also been used as the basis for other algorithms such as in [2] and [3] .
Three other approaches were suggested by Barbič et al. in [4] utilising Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Probabilistic PCA (PPCA) and Gaussian Mixture Models respectively. The idea behind the PCA and PPCA approach is that, for each motion, a lower-dimensional representation can be derived. As soon as the reconstruction error of the representation peaks, they assume that a transition into a subsequent motion occurred. The evaluation was performed on a motion capture database consisting of 14 motion recordings, where each motion recording contained about 10 motions. The measures used to evaluate the segmentation quality were the precision and recall measures. For both measures, as well as for similar measures like accuracy, the true positives/negatives and false positives/negatives (tp, tn, f p, f n) are counted and (partially) included in the calculation of the corresponding score. Counting the tp, tn, f p and f n is usually done by comparing the result of the algorithm to a ground truth of labelled data. This proves to be problematic for motion data, because for an algorithm segmentation point, which is off by only a single frame, both an f p and an f n will be counted. Depending on the frame rate of the recording, the error is negligibly small, considering that a frame usually represents only a few milliseconds. The penalty for small errors like this should thus be reduced. To account for this, the data was labelled with intervals rather than segmentation points. For each segmentation point in an interval, the corresponding segmentation point of the algorithm would be counted as a tp, a segmentation point outside an interval as f p, and an interval without any segmentation points as f n. Similar evaluations, using segmentation intervals rather than segmentation points, were also used in other works, for example in [5] and [6] . Obviously, the classification result heavily depends on the chosen size of the interval.
A more recent motion segmentation approach, proposed by Kulić et al. in [6] and [7] , is based on a general segmentation approach of time series data by Kohlmorgen and Lemm [8] , utilising Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). The evaluation for both works was performed on a single twenty-minute motion recording, where a single subject continuously performed 45 different motion types. In [7] , Kulić et al. used an additional four-minute motion recording. The motion recordings were labelled with a ground truth and afterwards compared with the actual segmentation of the algorithm. The applied measures in the evaluation were the recall and accuracy measures. To avoid the previously mentioned problems, Kulić et al. allowed algorithm segmentation points to be shifted up to 120 ms (equivalent to 4 frames for their motion recording) relative to a ground truth segmentation point. The approach proposed in [6] has also been applied to data collected from inertial measurement units by Aoki et al. in [9] . Varadarajan et al. utilised HMMs to segment recordings of surgical hand motions in [10] . HMMs have also been included in many other algorithms that segment or classify motions, as in [3] and [11] - [14] .
Lin et al. suggested an algorithm using various machine learning approaches to train a binary classifier in [5] . They applied multiple different classification methods to differentiate between segmentation points and non-segmentation points, namely k-Nearest Neighbour, Support Vector Machines, and Neural Networks. Support Vector Machines were determined to be the most appropriate for the task. The dataset used for the evaluation consisted of 20 motion recordings of unique subjects performing 20 repetitions of 5 different rehabilitation exercises. Before and after each ground truth segmentation point, 200 ms (equivalent to 25 frames) were determined to be the interval where a segmentation may occur. The measures which were utilised for the evaluation were the F 1 -score and a novel measure termed F Class 1 , which additionally takes tn into account.
In [15] , Lin et al. applied the approach from [5] to the same dataset that was used by Kulić et al. in [7] , which consists of whole-body motions. Similar results were reported, suggesting that the approach is applicable to whole-body motions. Classifying data points as segmentation points or non-segmentation points is a novel idea in the field of motion segmentation. Similar approaches usually tend to classify based on motion primitives, e.g. [14] , [16] and [17] .
Wächter and Asfour proposed a hierarchical segmentation approach in [18] , which segments based on object relations in the recording. Hence, whenever a subject picks up or puts down an object in the scene, a segmentation point is reported. The result is then segmented further based on end effector trajectories. In the evaluation of this paper, a new measure was introduced, which determines the total segmentation error compared to a ground truth. Similarly, in [19] , Mandery et al. present an approach for the segmentation of human wholebody motions based on a heuristic detection of support contacts with environmental elements.
In [20] , Zhou et al. used raw video data only, to obtain a hierarchy of segmentation points in return. The problem was formulated as a minimisation of hierarchically aligned cluster analysis. A downside of this approach is that the number of segments needs to be known in advance. The idea of hierarchically splitting motions was also presented in other works, for example in [11] , [18] , [21] and [22] .
There are many more algorithms that adapt entirely different approaches, but also segment motion recordings in [23] - [27] .
As also mentioned by Lin et al. in [28] , where a broad overview on motion segmentation algorithms can be found, comparing algorithms is challenging due to the variety of measures that were used or the absence of actual segmentation quality scores in the evaluation.
III. SEGMENTATION EVALUATION MEASURES
The measures which will be applied to evaluate the segmentation quality are precision, recall, accuracy, F 1 -score, F Class 1 -score (proposed in [5] ) and the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC, proposed in [29] ). They are defined as follows:
Apart from those measures, the Penalised Squared Minimum Error measure (PSME, suggested in [18] ) will be applied as well, which is defined as
where p is a penalty factor, k s,i the ith algorithm segmentation point and k g,j the jth ground truth segmentation point. It differs from the other measures in that it is an absolute error measure rather than a ratio. Therefore, this measure will be treated separately in the following. As already mentioned before, the conventional approach to determine the tp, tn, f p and f n does not provide meaningful results in the domain of motion segmentation. Motion recordings usually contain several thousand frames, whereas the number of segmentation points tends to be much smaller. A segmentation point which is only a few milliseconds off relative to the ground truth will be counted as both f p and f n instead of a tp, even though results with such negligible errors would be highly desirable.
To overcome this, many works allowed algorithm segmentation points to be in the proximity of a ground truth segmentation point and still be counted as tp, for example [4] - [7] and [15] . We termed this method the Margin approach and defined it similar to [7] . A segmentation point x lies in the margin of another segmentation point y, if the temporal distance between x and y is smaller than the margin size, which we set to 200 ms (equivalent to 20 frames for the provided motion recordings). An algorithm segmentation point is counted as a tp, if it lies in the margin of a ground truth segmentation point. If there are several algorithm segmentation points in the margin of a ground truth segmentation point, one will be counted as a tp, while the others are counted as f p. If there is an algorithm segmentation point which is not in the margin of any ground truth segmentation point, it will be counted as an f p as well. An f n will be counted, if there is no algorithm segmentation point within the margin of a ground truth segmentation point. Eventually, the number of tn can be derived with tn = f max − tp − f p − f n, where f max is the number of frames. While measures evaluated with tp, tn, f p and f n determined by the Margin approach provide more meaningful results, there are still problems to consider. First of all, the Margin approach does not take temporal distances into account. The scores of the measures for a perfect segmentation would not differ from the scores where a perfect measure was shifted to one side by the size of the margin. Another problem is that the Margin approach may count a tp twice when the margins of two algorithm segmentation points overlap and the ground truth segmentation point lies in the intersection. The opposite case also applies, where two ground truth segmentation points overlap and an algorithm segmentation point lies in the intersection.
We therefore suggest a novel approach to determine the total number of tp, tn, f p and f n, which makes use of a nonnegative kernel function k(x) such that k(x)dx = 1. Hence we call it the Integrated Kernel approach (InK approach). We chose the kernel function k to be the Gaussian distribution. Contrary to the Margin approach, the InK approach takes temporal distances into account. The basic principle is to combine two functions, one depicting the ground truth segmentation points (f gt ) and one the algorithm segmentation points (f s ), and interpret the integrals of the results as tp, f p and f n. This means that we allow tp, f p, f n and tn, which can be derived by the former three, to be real numbers instead of integers. We define a segmentation point to be the time stamp, where one segment ends and another one starts. Let GT ⊂ R be the set of all segmentation points in the ground truth and S ⊂ R the set of all segmentation points reported by an algorithm. We then define the ground truth function f gt as
Similarly, we define the segmentation function f s as
The combined error function e c is now defined as follows:
The functions e c , f s and f gt are plotted exemplarily in Figure 2 , where an algorithm detected two segmentation points (red dots) while the ground truth only shows one segmentation point (blue dot). The red function denotes f s and the blue function f gt . Adding these functions results in the function e c outlined in grey.
The combined error function e c can now be split into two distinct error functions depending on the sign, namely as the f n error function. We now define the false positive area A f p as
and likewise the false negative area A f n as
In Figure 2 A f p is depicted with the orange area and A f n with the cyan-coloured area respectively (with negative sign).
We can now proceed to calculate the true positive area A tp as follows:
which is depicted by the red area in Figure 2 . Given the number of total frames f max we can now also calculate the true negative area A tn as follows:
We identified four different trivial cases which can occur using this approach. They are shown in Figure 3 . The first case, a), is a perfect segmentation, resulting in no error since both f s and f gt annihilate each other in e c for the corresponding frames. In case b) and c) an f n (cyan) and an f p (orange) can be observed, respectively. In both cases, our approach does not differ from the known definition because the integral of the kernel function was defined to equal 1. The last case, d), is the most interesting case, where the segmentation is not perfect, yet f s and f gt overlap because they are very close to each other. The algorithm segmented earlier than it was denoted in the corresponding ground truth, which results in a partial annihilation of f s and f gt . The resulting orange and cyan areas are counted as partial f p and f n respectively, while the red area will be counted as a partial tp.
To make the Margin approach comparable with the InK approach, we set σ of the Gaussian distribution to 66.67 ms. This way, roughly 99.7 % of the area of the Gaussian distribution's integral will be in the range of ±3σ ≈ 200 ms, which in turn corresponds to the margin size of 200 ms (equivalent to 20 frames for the provided motion recordings).
It is interesting to note that other kernel functions can be used as well. The conventional approach, for example, can be mimicked if the kernel function is set to the Dirac delta function (δ function).
IV. MOTION SEGMENTATION POINT HIERARCHY
As already mentioned before, one major problem with evaluations of works on motion segmentation is that there is no generally applicable ground truth, because segmentation algorithms are usually designed and fine-tuned for specific use cases. For example, one algorithm may be designed as an activity recognition component in a smart home environment, while another algorithm may be used on a robot which is capable of learning new motions by demonstration of a human teacher. Each of these use cases come with certain granularities for which the given algorithm performs beste.g. the smart home algorithm would not be able to distinguish motion primitives as well as the one used on a robot that depends on it in order to learn new movements.
We therefore propose a Motion Segmentation Point Hierarchy, in which each ground truth segmentation point is tagged with a granularity. In total there are three granularities and they are defined as follows:
• Rough granularity: Used to distinguish activities.
Example: Jumping vs. walking • Medium granularity: Used to distinguish actions.
Example: Stepping with left vs. right foot • Fine granularity: Used to distinguish motion primitives.
Example: Lift foot for step vs. set down foot A motion recording labelled with these tagged segmentation points could look as depicted in Figure 4 .
We make use of the granularities while evaluating the segmentation quality of an algorithm. For each granularity, the evaluation process will be performed once, starting with only the ground truth segmentation points tagged as rough. After that, the ground truth segmentation points tagged as medium will be added and the evaluation process will be repeated. In the last stage, the remaining ground truth segmentation points, tagged as fine, will be added and again, the evaluation process will be performed. Therefore, for each measure evaluating the segmentation quality, we receive three scores, one for each granularity. While the introduction of different granularities increases the complexity of labelling the ground truth, the Motion Segmentation Point Hierarchy serves as a guideline for annotators, making the labelling process more intuitive after a brief instruction.
V. MOTION SEGMENTATION EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
We propose a framework which is able to run and evaluate motion segmentation algorithms. It is divided into several modules, features an open source license, and is available at https://gitlab.com/h2t/kit-mseg.
The first module is the core module, which provides a graphical user interface, several evaluation measures, datasets provided with a ground truth, and an API to communicate with the motion segmentation algorithms. It is integrated into the ArmarX framework introduced in [30] .
The remaining modules are implemented in the programming languages most commonly used for motion segmentation algorithms, which we identified to be MATLAB and C ++ , as well as Python and Java. They serve as Programming Language Interfaces (PLIs), which abstract the communication to the core module over the network. They offer an API to the programming languages the algorithms were implemented in, easing the integration into the framework without knowledge of its implementation details. The PLIs are mandatory to ensure the communication between the core module and the algorithms, even though we will not always mention them explicitly in the following.
The communication between the core module and the algorithms takes place in two directions. On the one hand, the core module can set algorithm parameters and may order the algorithm to segment a user-selected dataset. The algorithm, on the other hand, may request data to segment or data provided with a ground truth to train (if it is learning-capable), it can notify the core module about available parameters for the user to tweak in the graphical user interface, and eventually it can report segmentation points to the core module.
After an algorithm was ordered to segment a motion recording, the core module starts the evaluation as soon as the segmentation results are reported. The general evaluation process includes the calculation of tp, tn, f p and f n employing the Margin approach and A tp , A tn , A f p and A f n employing the InK approach. Using these numbers, the measures listed in Section III are computed for each approach. The general evaluation process is executed three times, once for each granularity, and from rough over medium to fine. If the algorithm was ordered to segment a dataset rather than a single motion recording, the described process is repeated for each motion recording. Finally, the evaluation results are grouped and displayed in the graphical user interface.
Depending on whether a motion segmentation algorithm requires training data, the dataset is split into five parts of roughly equal size and a 5-fold cross validation is performed. However, in order to make the evaluation results reproducible, the individual parts are not randomly assigned but statically split.
The evaluation results shown in the graphical user interface also include general information, e.g. whether the algorithm fetched the motion recordings frame-by-frame or at once, whether the algorithm used the API to receive training data or not, or what dataset was used for the evaluation. To ensure that evaluation results maintain comparability in the future and remain reproducible, relevant information like the parameter configuration, core module version, and dataset version are included as well.
VI. EVALUATION
In the following subsections, both the InK approach and the evaluation framework will be evaluated.
A. Integrated Kernel Approach
Initially, the InK approach was evaluated without an actual segmentation algorithm using synthetic data. Seven varying segmentation scenarios were therefore defined as shown in Figure 5 , where the segmentation quality ranges from perfect to very poor. Top row (blue) is the ground truth for reference; a) is a perfect segmentation; b) is 1 frame off from the ground truth; c) introduces an additional segmentation point; d) is additionally 10 frames off for the last key frame; e), f) and g) increase the error of their respective successor by 1, 4 and 5 frame(s).
For comparison, these scenarios were evaluated with the conventional F 1 -score, the F 1 -score using the Margin approach with a margin size of 5 frames, and the F 1 score using the InK approach with a standard deviation of σ = 1.67. The results are listed in Table I . 
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The conventional F 1 score, as described previously, does not regard the offset of one frame at all, counting these points as both an f p and an f n, which leads to a score of 0.00 beginning from scenario b). The approach using margins, however, counts them as tp as long as they lie inside the margin. Hence the score is still 1.00 for scenario b) and the scores for scenarios d) and e) are equal despite the segmentation in scenario d) being better. In scenario f), the segmentation points shift out of the margin, resulting in a score of 0.00 immediately. The InK approach provides considerably more continuous scores, depending on the temporal distances that the individual segmentation points are off relative to the ground truth. For all measures, the score will be 1.00 for a perfect segmentation. However, the Margin approach also reports a score of 1.00 if a perfect segmentation was shifted to one side by the size of the margin, which does not reflect the error at all.
B. Framework
The framework was evaluated by integrating motion segmentation algorithms from the literature. The main focus was to gather various types of algorithms (online, offline, learning-capable) to evaluate the core module on the one hand, and to have them implemented in C ++ , Python, Java and MATLAB to evaluate the PLIs on the other hand.
We already had access to the source code of a reimplementation of the ZVC approach by Fod et al., implemented in C ++ . Since we had no access to an algorithm implemented in Python or Java, we decided to implement further algorithms. Firstly, the SSAV approach by Fod et al. was implemented in Python and modified to be more appropriate for whole-body motion. While the original SSAV approach segments only if the sum of squared angular velocities falls below a threshold t, the modified version seeks for a minimum within a sliding time window. For a segmentation point to be reported, this minimum has to be below the threshold t, but still above another threshold, which filters noise. Secondly, we implemented the PCA approach by Barbič et al. in Java.
To gather data, the KIT Whole-Body Human Motion Database, introduced in [31] and [32] , was browsed for suitable motion recordings. The criteria were that the recordings are relatively long and feature at least two different activities. The selected motion recordings were labelled using the Motion Segmentation Point Hierarchy.
The evaluation was executed on a sample motion recording (martial-arts 01 v1.xml) of a subject performing martial art movements. For both the Margin approach and the InK approach, and for each of the three granularities, the measures precision, recall, accuracy, F 1 -score, F Class 1 -score and MCC were calculated once. The results of the evaluation are shown in Table II, Table III and Table IV .
The results show that the accuracy ranges from 0.94 to 1.00, whereas the F Class 1 -score never undercuts 0.97 and also peaks to 1.00 in some cases. This can be affiliated to the large number of tn compared to tp, which are also taken into account for these measures. Having such a small range in either case does not give much information about the actual segmentation quality.
Both precision and recall are much more descriptive and reveal how the algorithm behaves. For example, the low precision for the ZVC approach at the rough granularity in Table II shows that the algorithm produced a lot of f p, because there is only a small number of segmentation points in the ground truth for a rough granularity. The ZVC approach, however, tends to oversegment. This is reflected by the much higher precision considering a fine granularity.
In contrast to the ZVC approach, the PCA approach from Barbič requires a certain amount of time to form a lower-dimensional representation of the motion data. While computing the representation, the algorithm is not able to detect segmentation points, which leads to much fewer segments. Table IV shows that the recall of the algorithm for the InK approach worsens increasingly with each finer granularity level. This can be attributed to an increasing number of f n. The increasing recall for the Margin approach at a fine granularity is an artefact and will be discussed later.
Comparing the Margin approach with the InK approach, it can be seen that the latter changes steadily in accordance with the temporal distance. For example, the precision of the PCA approach in Table IV for the Margin approach peaks to 1.00 beginning at medium granularity. The InK approach, however, reveals that the precision steadily increases for each finer granularity level.
While the PCA approach returned 7 segmentation points for the given motion recording, the data in Table IV shows that the Margin approach counted a total of 11 tp for the fine granularity. An effect resulting from this can be observed in the recall of the PCA approach. The recall is 0.22 for the rough granularity, falling to 0.13 for the medium granularity, and rising again to 0.14 for the fine granularity as the number of tp rises. The cause for this is that, as already mentioned, the Margin approach may count a tp twice when the margins of two ground truth segmentation points overlap and an algorithm segmentation point lies in the intersection of them. On the contrary, the InK approach is not prone to fluctuations like this, as it shows a steady decrease of the recall from 0.22 over 0.07 to 0.06 respectively. While precision and recall provide an in-depth look of an algorithm's behaviour, the F 1 -score and MCC give a general overview. As can be seen in the results, both measures approximately provide similar ratings.
Overall, the scores for the InK approach are lower than the corresponding ones using the Margin approach, because the InK approach takes temporal distances into account.
Running the evaluation for three granularities reveals that the algorithms considered here are best suited for quite different use cases. The ZVC approach achieves the best scores when evaluated with a fine granularity ground truth, while the PCA approach achieves its highest scores using a rough granularity ground truth. Due to its modifications, the SSAV approach obtains its best result for a medium granularity considering its F 1 -score.
The PSME measure was applied independently from the Margin or InK approach, since it is an absolute error measure. The results using the same data are listed in Table V . While the score of this measure does not expose specific properties of the algorithm, it is a useful quantity to minimise when the algorithm should be optimised by tweaking its parameters. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a framework was presented, which is able to evaluate motion segmentation algorithms on a unified testing ground, consisting of a wide range of measures and labelled datasets. Important contributions of the work are a novel measure utilising a kernel function to ease the interpretation of scores that rate the segmentation quality of an algorithm, as well as a hierarchy for segmentation points to support several types of motion segmentation algorithms. Motion segmentation algorithms can be evaluated regardless of whether they are implemented in C ++ , Java, Python or MATLAB.
For the future, we intend to integrate further motion segmentation algorithms to thoroughly evaluate and compare them with each other and with the already integrated ones. For this purpose, larger datasets would be of great importance, especially in respect of motion segmentation algorithms requiring training data. We therefore plan to gather more labelled data using the KIT Whole-Body Human Motion Database and a crowdsourcing approach similar to our previous work described in [33] .
